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these young men with moustaches and European clothes bow
down to the ground in the presence of age ; and if the
young whipper-snappers still wore shammas, they had to
tie them across their chests out of respect for the old men's
blood and rank. Meanwhile the old men would sit heavily
in their chairs exchanging words of primeval wisdom,
supporting their policy by proverbs, and pretending not to
notice the callow youth around them. These, whether the
old men were talking or silent, had to keep their tongues
still.
They let off steam at the Young Ethiopians' Society.
Not only did the educated returned from Europe belong-
to this institution : there was room for those who had
only a primary education in the Emperor's schools in Addis,
and who were then drafted off to do technical or clerical
work at the radio, the post office, the customs or the rail-
way. The second class, as it were, of the Emperor's civil
service.
All these young men—they must run into thousands—
owed everything to the Emperor. Some of them were
spoilt, as are many who come suddenly into contact with
the West. But not the majority. Most did their work
painstakingly, rather ploddingly and dully—like civil
servants the world over.
Above and beyond them were a chosen few who were
close to the Emperor's person. Woldc Giorghis, the boy
of no birth but profound capacity for quiet calculation,
who, from a dispenser in a mission hospital, became the
Emperor's Imperial Secretary. His enemies—he had a
ruthless manner—say that he learnt his French off the
labels, but that seems to give him too great a power of
self-improvement.
Ato Belatchu, director of the railway company, the
frankest and most helpful Ethiopian that I ever met.
Much younger, Sirak Herrouy, who was his father's secretary
at the Ministry of Foreign Affairs : Sirak had been at
B.N.C. when I was at the House, a good slow bowler.
Ato Tasfai Tegan, the stout Director of Foreign Affairs.
Tasfai enjoyed his comforts, his wine, his girl-friends. He
did not like to be hurried. He had travelled a lot in
Europe. He dressed European, with perfect good taste,
His French was also perfect. He had a great sense of lazy

